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Connection
Tonight’s presentation and discussion begin where we left off 
last month. The Board is being asked tonight to give staff 
direction on the one extremely time-sensitive 
reduction--potential release of staff due to budget cuts.

This is necessary due to the EdCode’s requirement of notice 
by March 15.

At the February 15 Board meeting (the only remaining 
meeting), staff will present final Layoff and Release 
Resolutions  to the Board for a vote. 
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Board Staffing Options
Option A: Direct staff to move forward with proposal presented 
last month. This proposal will not require formal layoff, but will 
require formal release of temporary teachers. 

Option B: Direct staff to submit proposal for vote on February 15 
that provides maximum flexibility and planning options to 
Board. 

Option C: Schedule additional Board meetings to occur prior to 
March 1 to determine other options that meet the needs of all 
different Board member perspectives, further delaying a 
decision and complicating HR’s ability to respond. 
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Revised Reduction Framework
Based on individual or collective Board member feedback at the December 
meeting AND in order to expedite a Board decision on staff release, the staff 
have reframed the reduction recommendations into a Framework that the 
Board can use to plan, but doesn’t require a vote or prioritization until after 
the Parcel Tax election. The Framework outlines all the reductions without 
the detail of what year those reductions might occur.

In addition, the following revisions to the Reduction Framework were made. 
These do not necessarily reflect recommendations by staff; they simply 
reflect new Board input and the financial impact of options available to the 
Board: 

● Revisit K-5 World Language as optional reduction. 
● Eliminate all raise assumptions in first year of non-PT passage scenario. 
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Revised Reduction Framework
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Regardless of Parcel Tax Election Outcome
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Reduction Total Saved
Reduce Planned Staff Growth due to Enrollment ($320,000)
Reduce Technology Budget ($90,000)
Reduce Materials Budget ($85,000)
Reduce Annual Adoption Set Aside ($100,000)

Reduce Student Services Budget ($100,000)

Reduce Maintenance Budget ($70,000)

Reduce Contribution to Routine Restricted Maintenance ($75,000)

Reduce Contracted Services, Overtime, and Stipends ($65,000)

Reduce Utility Usage ($22,000)

Total Ongoing Reductions ($927,000)

Ongoing Reductions*

*NOTE: These reductions reflect those made during the current 2016-17 school year.
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Permanent Reduction Framework Over 2 Years
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Additional Reductions Options Regardless of Parcel Tax Total Saved

Eliminate 1.0 Director of C&I Position ($215,000)

Eliminate 1.0 EdServices Administrative Assistant Position ($80,000)

Eliminate 1.0 Accountant Position ($105,000)

Eliminate .5 Customer Service (Reception) Position ($35,000)

Reduce Middle School Mini Courses to only 8th Grade ($53,000)

Reduce Site Budgets by $10K each ($40,000)

Reduce District Instructional Online Subscriptions ($25,000)

Tighten HV Elective class-size by 0.67 FTE ($87,000)

Reduce Planned Staff Growth due to Enrollment by 2.0 FTE ($225,000)

Eliminate 1.0 Custodial Position ($60,000)

Reduce Professional Development ($25,000)

Tighten K-5 class-size district-wide to 23:1 (3.0 FTE) ($390,000)

Tighten 6-8 Core (ELA, Math, SS, Sci) class-size to 24:1 (1.0 FTE) ($130,000)

Total Additional Reductions Over 2 Years Regardless of PT Outcome (1,470,000)
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Additional Expenditure Replacement Framework
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Additional/Replacement Expenditure Total New Expenditure
0.6 EL Curriculum Coordinator $85,000
1.0 Account Technician *$85,000
Total Additional/Replacement Expenditures $170,000

* Note: 0.5 of this position ($42,500) will be charged to Fund 13, Cafeteria/Food Service 
(outside of the District’s General Fund).
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Total savings regardless of parcel tax outcome
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Reductions less Additional/Replacement Expenditures Amount
Total Reductions Years 1 & 2 (not including $927K) 1,470,000
Total Additional Replacement/Expenditures (General Fund) ($170,000)
Subtotal Savings $1,300,000
2016/17 Reductions $927,000

Total Reductions $2,227,000



Revised Reduction Framework
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Should the Parcel Tax NOT PASS with 67% Super-Majority. 
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Parcel Tax Failure Scenario Planning Framework Over 3 Years
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Total Additional Reduction Total Saved
Increase class-size staffing average K-5 to 24:1 & 6-8 CORE to 26:1 (6.0 FTE) ($780,000)
Reduce 6-8 electives by 1.0 FTE ($130,000)
Reduce technology department budget ($100,000)
Eliminate 8th Grade Mini-Courses ($27,000)
Reduce Site Budgets an additional $20K each ($80,000)
Reduce Professional Development Budget ($75,000)
Eliminate district-wide online subscriptions ($25,000)
Eliminate 3.0 Science Aides K-5 ($127,000)
Reduce Instructional Aides in Grades 1-3 ($360,000)
Eliminate 2.0 TOSA Positions ($270,000)
Eliminate 1.5 current & 1.5 planned Credentialed World Language K-5 teachers ($420,000)
Eliminate 4.0 Credentialed Librarians K-8 (see Additions page) ($560,000)
Eliminate 3.0 Credentialed Art teachers K-5 (see Additions page) ($370,000)
Reduce Principal, Assist Principal, Director Contract by 5 days ($45,000)
Reduce teacher work year by two (non-student) days ($250,000)
Eliminate salary increase budget projection for one year ($860,000)
Total Additional Reductions should the Parcel Tax NOT pass ($3,619,000)
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Additional Expenditure Replacement Framework
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Additional/Replacement Expenditure Total New Expenditure
2.44 FTE Classified Art Specialist (3 x 0.8125) $145,000
3.25 FTE Classified Library/Media Specialist (4 x 0.8125) $195,000
1.0 Credentialed Library/Media Coordinator $150,000
Total Additional/Replacement Expenditures $490,000
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Total “Scenario” Savings
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Reductions less Additional/Replacement Expenditures Amount
Total Additional Reductions (3 Year Period) $3,619,000
Total Additional Replacement/Expenditures ($490,000)
Total Scenario Savings $3,129,000

Total Savings Amount
2016/17 Reductions $927,000
Total Additional Reductions regardless of passage (slide 7) $1,300,000
Total Reductions without Parcel Tax Passage $3,129,000

Total Reductions $5,356,000

Total Reductions without Parcel Tax Passage
(Savings Regardless of Outcome + “Scenario” Savings.



Staff Release Framework
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Should Parcel Tax NOT PASS & Reduction Framework Instituted Year 1  



Reduction Context
● TOTAL Reductions needed IF parcel tax passes: $2.1M-2.3M

● TOTAL Reductions needed IF parcel tax does not pass: $4.1M-4.7M

● Staffing is 89% of general operating budget.

● Decisions regarding potential staffing reductions (for temporary, 
probationary, and permanent teachers) must be made in time to 
notice employees by March 15.

● Layoff of probationary and permanent teachers requires significant 
planning and paperwork. 

● Release of temporary employees requires less paperwork, but 
impact on and experience of staff is the same. 

● Classified employees require 60-day notice for release. 
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Certificated Staff Release Framework (Option B) 

Human Resources has conducted an extensive audit of certificated 
seniority and credentials set against the Reductions Frameworks and 
concluded that the following actions would need to be pursued to 
allow the Board maximum flexibility regarding cuts following a failed 
parcel tax election. 

● Elimination of 1.0 FTE certificated management position.
● Assumption of return of 13.27 FTE teachers from approved leaves 

(per recommendation of legal counsel in preparation for layoff).
● Bumping of 8.5 FTE less senior teachers by more senior specialists 

who hold needed multiple or single subject credentials.
● Layoff of 19.6 FTE less senior and/or unneeded credential holders.
● Release of 10.0 FTE less senior or unneeded credential holders. 
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Classified Staff Release Framework 
Human Resources has conducted an extensive audit of classified 
seniority and rights set against the Reductions Frameworks and 
concluded that the following actions would need to be pursued to 
allow the Board maximum flexibility regarding cuts following a failed 
parcel tax election. 

● Non-fill and elimination of 1.0 FTE Administrative Assistant and .5 
FTE Customer Service.

● Layoff of 1.0 FTE classified accountant.
● Layoff of 1.0 FTE custodian.
● Layoff of 2.25 FTE K-5 Science Aides.
● Layoff of 4.875 FTE Instructional Aides. 
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Considerations, Caveats, and Notes 
The Board is advised of the following:

● The staff release framework is not presented by year;  stretching 
cuts across multiple years would decrease number of releases in 
any given year. 

● It is possible to stretch releases to avoid extensive paperwork and 
process; releases, in general, cannot be avoided in any scenario.

● The number of releases needed will be impacted by the following:
○ Teachers “on leave” could request to remain on leave.
○ Some teachers will likely resign or retire prior to end of year.

● The elimination or reduction of the following items is subject to 
certificated negotiation with MPEA:
○ salary increase
○ instructional aides
○ non-student days 
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Certificated Layoff Process 
The Board is advised of the following process required by law for certificated 
layoffs:

● The Board will need to vote on Layoff Resolution. 
● Barring a change tonight, the Board will give direction to staff this evening 

and vote on this resolution at the Wednesday, February 15, 2017 Board 
meeting. 

● On or before March 15th, the District must deliver preliminary layoff notices 
to all affected employees and notify the Board of the number of positions 
being laid off. HR staff will determine who will receive these based on 
○ The number of layoff and releases approved on Feb 15
○ The seniority list and credentialing. 

● All noticed staff will be invited to a hearing to review their notice; the 
District shall schedule a hearing with an Administrative Law Judge.

● On or before May 15th the Board and employee(s) must be given a final 
layoff notice.
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Certificated Release Process 
The Board is advised of the following process required by law for certificated releases of 
temporary employees (as well as HR recommended practices):

● The Board should also vote on a Release Resolution in keeping with recent history and 
recommended best practice by legal counsel. 

● Barring a change tonight, the Board will give direction to staff this evening and vote on 
this resolution at the Wednesday, February 15, 2017 Board meeting. 

● All certificated temporary contracts indicate that employment will expire at the end of 
the first year, unless the employee is notified otherwise.

● Nearly all certificated employees classified as “temporary” are hired with the hope of 
being permanent; however, for budgeting purposes, positions must be reserved for 
employees on a leave of absence or for employees who have been hired in a position 
outside of the classroom (e.g. TOSA, Tech Coach).

● Although the District is not obligated to notify these individuals by March 15th, the 
District has historically given a March 15th end of assignment notice as a reminder to 
temporary employees whose assignments might not be continued the following year.

● Regardless of the Parcel Tax result, it is recommended by HR and legal counsel that 
the Board approve a Release Resolution on February 15 for 10 temporary contracts.
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Classified Layoff Process 
The Board is advised of the following process required by law for 
classified layoffs:

● The Board must approve a Layoff Resolution.

● The Layoff Resolution for classified can occur following the Parcel 
Tax vote; there is not as severe a deadline for classified. 

● California Ed Code allows school districts to layoff classified staff 
due to lack of funds or lack of work. Employees must be notified at 
least 60 days prior to the end of the assignment.
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Which direction? 
Option A: Direct staff to move forward with proposal presented 
last month. This proposal will not require formal layoff, but will 
require formal release of temporary teachers. 

Option B: Direct staff to submit proposal for vote on February 15 
that provides maximum flexibility and planning options to 
Board. 

Option C: Schedule additional Board meetings to determine 
other options that meet the needs of all different Board member 
perspectives, further delaying a decision and complicating HR’s 
ability to respond. 
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